AN ACT FURTHER TO AMEND THE ANDHRA PRADESH DOTTED LANDS (UPDATION IN RE-SETTLEMENT REGISTER) ACT, 2017.

Be it enacted by the Legislature of the State of Andhra Pradesh in the Seventy-fourth Year of the Republic of India as follows:

1. (1) This Act may be called the Andhra Pradesh Dotted lands (Updation in Re-settlement Register) (Amendment) Act, 2023.

(2) It shall be deemed to have come into force with effect on and from the 29th December, 2022.

2. In the Andhra Pradesh Dotted lands (Updation in Re-settlement Register) Act, 2017, in section 2, for clause (b), the following shall be substituted, namely,-

"(b) "Dotted Lands" means the lands against which dots were marked in the pattadar column and/or remarks column of the Re Settlement Register or lands where the pattadar column and/or remarks column of the Re-settlement Register was left blank or lands where the expression “Anadheenam” is mentioned in the
pattadar column and/or remarks column of the Re-settlement Register, during the Resurvey and Settlement operations.

3. (1) The Andhra Pradesh Dotted lands (Updation in Re-settlement Register) (Amendment) Ordinance, 2022, is hereby repealed.

(2) Notwithstanding such repeal, anything done or any action taken under the said Ordinance shall be deemed to have been done or taken under this Act.
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